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This invention relates to removable adhesive 
units and more particularly to tabs coated with a 
preSSure Sensitive adhesive. 
One of the objects of this invention is to pro 

5 vide removable adhesive units suitable for mount 
ing printed signs, streamers, pictures and dis 
play sheets of all kinds, on supporting surfaces 
such as walls, posts, windows, doors, show cases, 
bulletin boards and the like. 

l0 Another object of the invention is to provide 
adhesive units or tabs with pressure Sensitive ad 
hesive suitable for attaching to any desired sup 
porting surface Such as glass, Wood, metal, paper, 
cloth and the like, from which tabs can be re 

l5 moved without fouling or marring the surface. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a removable adhesive unit structure suitable for 
firmly Suspending signs, and printed posters on 
glass windows, doors, walls or any other surface 
where advertising matter is desired to be dis 
played. 
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Another object of the invention is to provide a 
tab structure which can be used as a hinge for 
removably attaching sheets to any desired sur 

25 face. 
Still a further object is to provide a remov 

able tab suitable for use in sealing packages or 
as a general utility seal for holding two or more 
Separate parts together. 

30 Other and further objects and details of the 
invention will be apparent from the following de 
Scription of the invention in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawing, wherein 

Figure 1 is a view of the front face of the tab 
35 in a preferred form of the invention. 

Figure 2 is a view of the back of the tab show 
ing the cover strip partially removed. 

Figure 3 is a view showing a sign attached to 
a supporting surface by means of two tabs. 

Figure 4 is the back of another sign having 
attached thereto two tabs. 

Figure 5 illustrates the first step of attaching 
the sign shown in Figure 4 to a Supporting sur 
face. 

45 Figure 6 illustrates the second step in suspend 
ing the sign shown in Figure 4 by folding same 
over on the attached tabs in proper position for 
display. ' 

Figure 7 is a view illustrating the use of my tab 
50 in linking two signs together and mounting them 

on any desired supporting surface. 
Figure 8 is a perspective view of a package 

sealed with my tab. 
Figure 9 is a view illustrating the use of my 

55 tabs for hinging paper sheets together. 
Figure 10 illustrates another method of hing 

ing sheets together by means of the tabs. 
Heretofore it has been the common practice to 

attach advertising signs and posters to windows, 
60 walls, or other surface by means of water solu 
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of any suitable weight. 

(C. 24-6) 
ble glue compositions coated on the back of such 
articles or by glued tape or stickers which are 
pasted over the sign and extend onto the support 
ing surface. These glued articles have to be 
moistened and then affixed to the supporting sur 
face. After these moistened signs, stickers, or 
tabs are applied and dried it has been found dif 
ficult to remove them from the attached surface 
Without fouling the surface and leaving behind 
particles of glue and adhered paper. When such 
glued tabs are attached to glass surfaces it is of 
ten necessary to scrape the tabs off with a knife 
or to wash them off with water. 
a great inconvenience particularly when signs 
have to be changed often or when they have to be 
attached to Surfaces which must not be marred 
by Scratching of a knife or washing with water. 

In order to overcome these objections the pres 
ent invention provides a very effective, simple 
and convenient means for attaching signs, post 
ers and the like which can be applied to any de 
sired supporting surface by simply pressing firm 
ly the adhesive units into place by pressure of the 
fingers or the thumb without using any moisture 
or other solvent means for attaching the tab. My 
tab will remain firmly in place, but it can be 
readily removed by simply peeling off the at 
tached surface leaving such surface perfectly 
clean and unfouled. 

Figure 1 illustrates one embodiment of my tab, 
wherein fo represents a cut out tab of paper stock 

The tab is provided with 
score lines if and 2 positioned slightly below its 
horizontal medial axis which extend inwardly 
and are joined by a curved cutline 4 forming an 
integral tongue portion 8. The body of the tab 
to thus consists of an upper body portion f, a 
lower body portion 2, and a tongue portion 8. 
The back of the tab as shown in Figure 2 is 

coated with a pressure sensitive adhesive compo 
Sition. I prefer not to coat the entire area of the 
back, but to leave uncoated margins 6 and 
as shown in Figure 2, the adhesive being indicated 
by numeral 5. In order to protect the adhesive 
coating a removable liner T, of the same area and 
contour as tab 0, is attached to the back which 
can be stripped of just before the tab is used. 
The liner serves to protect the adhesive coating 
and facilitates packaging of a plurality of tabs 
without sticking to each other. The cover strip 
may be made of any suitable material, such as 
glassine, holland cloth, and the like. As shown 
in Figure 2 the liner is scored and perforated 
along the same lines Corresponding to those of 
the tab 0 but it is not essential to have any 
scoring on the liner. The uncoated margins 6 
and 7 facilitate removal of the cover strip. By 
slightly bending back the uncoated margins it is 
possible to grasp the margin of the cover strip and 
to peel it from the tab as shown in Figure 2. 
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Any Suitable pressure sensitive adhesive Con 

position may be used for coating the tabs. I 
prefer to use a hot melt composition such as dis 
closed in copending application Serial No. 
98,978. Such composition is thermoplastic and 
consists essentially of an adhesive agent, a co 
hesive agent and a common thermoplastic non 
volatile solvent for these agents. 
The following composition for example is suit 

able for coating paper tabS: 
Per cent by weight 

Rubber---------------------------------- 15 
Vispronal-------------------------------- 15 
Amorphous paraffin wax (M. P. 155 F.).---- 19 
Methyl abietate-------------------------- 25 
Ester gum------------------------------- 25 
Glycerine-------------------------------- 0.5 
Hydroquinone---------------------------- 0.5 
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The composition is heated to about 180-200 F. 
and is spread by any suitable means on the back 
of the paper used for the tab. 
For quantity production it has been found most 

practicable to coat continuously a web of the 
paper stock by spreading the composition with a 
doctor roll heated to about 180-200 F. while 
Supporting the web on a rotating hot roll spaced 
away sufficiently to produce the desired thickness 
of adhesive coating. After leaving the coating 
roll the coated web is passed over a chilled roll 
to congeal the coating and the liner is applied 
lightly to the coating. The tabs are then died 
out from the combined webs. If desired, the pa 
per web may be coated continuously with longi 
tudinally extending stripes of adhesive of the 
desired width. With uncoated Stripes therebetween. 
The web may then be cut along the uncoated 
stripes to produce coated paper stripS having 
uncoated margins as disclosed in Copending ap 
plication Serial No. 99,648. 

Figure 3 illustrates one manner of using the 
preferred form of the tab for mounting a printed 
sign 5 by means of two tabs 0. The liner T of 
each of the tabs 0 is first removed. The uncoat 
edi face of each of the tabs O is then positioned 
adjacent a margin of the sign in contact with the 
back of the sign and the tongue 8 slipped over 
the upper edge of the sign. Inasmuch as the rear 
face of the tongue is coated with adhesive it will 
adhere to the sign with a slight application of 
pressure of the thumb. The assembly is then 
pressed by the thumb or fingers to any Support 
ing surface A to which it is desired to attach the 
sign. Since the back of the tab. O has a pressure 
sensitive adhesive coating S it will adhere to 
the surface owing to the pressure applied thereto. 
Any number of other tabs may be used similarly 
to attach the sign or poster to all its margins. 
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These tabs will retain the sign in place and when 
it is desired to remove the sign the tabs are 
simply peeled off the attaching surface without 
washing, Smearing or fouling Same. 
The provision of score lines f l and 2 facili 

tates the use of the tab as an attaching hinge for 
any desired sheets, posters and the like. When it 
is desired to use the tabs 0 as an attaching hinge 
the liner 7 is first removed therefrom and the 
tabs positioned as illustrated in Figure 4 with the 
adhesive coating 5 contacting the printed front 
face of the sign 5 and the tongue 8 overlapping 
the edge of same. The assembly illustrated in 
Figure 4 is then attached to a supporting surface 

8,080,784 
A by pressing the tabs to in upside position with 
the printed face of the sign adjacent the attach 
ing surface A as shown in Figure 5. The sign 5 
is then folded over on lines and 2 to assume 
the position shown in Figure 6. 

Portion of the tab and tongues 8 are thus af 
fixed to the attaching surface and portion 2 of 
the tab is affixed to the sign 5. When the sign 
is in position as shown in Figure 6 only the 
tongues 8 are visible. 
The preferred form of my tab is capable of 

being used in many novel and striking ways. 
Figure 7 illustrates the use of my tabs for linking 
two signs 5 and 5' together and affixing them to 
any desired surface A by means of four tabs O. 

Obviously many other novel uses may be made 
of my tab. Figure 8 illustrates a package having 
a wrapper 20 sealed with a tab O. Figure 9 illus 
trates the use of my tabs 0 as hinges for paper 
sheets 2. Figure 10 illustrates a method of 
hinging three sheets 22, 23, and 24 by means of a 
tab O. Portiof of the tab is applied to sheet 
22, tongue 8 is applied to sheet 23, and portion 2 
of the tab is affixed to sheet 24. One or more of 
the tabs 0 are employed depending upon the 
number and size of the sheets to be hinged to 
gether. 
Many other uses will naturally suggest them 

Selves and it is not my intention to restrict the 
Scope of use of my tab to the examples herein 
enumerated. The structure of my tab is also not 
restricted to the particular contour or form illus 
trated or to any specific materials used therefor, 
and it is intended to include all changes and 
modifications within the spirit of the invention as 
defined in the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. An adhesive unit comprising a base sheet of 

Suitable contour coated on One face thereof with 
a pressure sensitive adhesive, the said face of 
the base sheet being uncoated at a marginal por 
tion thereof, an integral tongue in said base sheet 
located within the area, defined by said pressure 
Sensitive adhesive coating and a peelable COver 
strip protecting said pressure sensitive adhesive 
coating and having substantially the Same COn 
tour and area as said base sheet. 

2. An adhesive unit comprising a substantially 
rectangular base sheet of paper coated on one 
face thereof with a pressure sensitive adhesive, 
said base sheet being uncoated at two parallel 
margins thereof, an integral tongue in Said base 
sheet located within the area defined by said 
pressure sensitive adhesive coating, and a peel 
able cover strip protecting said pressure sensitive 
adhesive coating and having substantially the 
Same contour and area, as Said base sheet. 

3. An adhesive unit comprising a Substantially 
rectangular base sheet of paper coated on one 
face thereof with a pressure Sensitive adhesive, 
said base being uncoated at least at one margin 
thereof, an integral tongue in said base sheet lo 
cated within the area defined by Said pressure 
sensitive adhesive coating, score lines in Said base 
sheet extending from the base of said tongue to 
the edges of said base sheet to afford a hinge, and 
a peelable cover strip protecting said pressure 
sensitive adhesive coating and having Substan 
tially the same contour and area as said base 
Sheet. 

ARTHUR, B. MUL. 
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